CITY OF MONTROSE STREET MAINTENANCE
AND CAPITAL PLAN
City of Montrose Public Works and Engineering
April 23, 2019

1.0 STREET MAINTENANCE PLAN
1.1 Street System Overview and Existing Conditions
The City of Montrose maintains approximately 149 centerline miles and 300 lane miles of roadways within
its City limits. An excerpt from the City’s comprehensive plan (2008) is included as Appendix A providing
an overview of the roadway network and associated street classifications. Within this network, most local
roadways were constructed by private developers and, upon completion, were dedicated to the City for
ownership and maintenance. Minor arterial routes have generally been constructed as part of City capital
improvement projects although some exceptions do exist.
Nearly all streets within the City are constructed using hot mix asphalt over top of aggregate base course.
Pavements are generally 2 to 3 inches thick on low‐volume residential streets and older minor arterials, 5
to 6 inches thick on newly‐constructed minor arterials, and over 12 inches thick in select locations within
the original town plat due to multiple overlays occurring over the years. Existing base‐course thicknesses
generally range from zero to three feet with 18 inches being the most common on new construction. The
suitability of various street maintenance alternatives is dependent on the thickness and quality of this
existing asphalt and base course.
In 2012 the City of Montrose began to comprehensively evaluate the condition all City streets by
determining its Pavement Condition Index (PCI) on a block‐by‐block basis. The PCI is a numerical index
between 0 (worst) and 100 (best) determined through visual inspection of the roadway and
documentation of the extent and frequency of various pavement distresses such as cracking, depressions,
potholes, or rutting. PCI is the most commonly used pavement evaluation tool in the industry and utilizes
definitions and procedures standardized by ASTM.
An overview map showing the 2018 PCI by block is included as Figure 1. As one would expect, pavement
condition throughout the City correlates well to pavement age; roadways within the original town plat
are generally categorized as poor to serious, middle aged roads within subdivisions constructed around
the 80’s are categorized as fair, and newer 2000’s era subdivisions are categorized as satisfactory.
As of summer 2018, the City’s average network PCI is 68 which is two points lower than the state’s local
agency weighted average of 70 (CAPA, 2019).
1.2 Street Maintenance Principles and Practices
Streets deteriorate primarily by penetration of water to soften supporting soils or cause freeze/thaw
action, degradation of the asphalt binder, poor construction, and by increased or excessive loading on a
roadway beyond what it was initially designed for. The typical deterioration curve for an asphalt
pavement over time is shown in Figure 2. As shown in this figure, a dollar spent on pavement preservation
early in its life can save 6 to 10 dollars on pavement rehabilitation later in its life.
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Typical pavement preservation surface treatments (those at the top of the degradation curve) include
crack sealing, chip seals, slurry seals, and localized patching. Once a pavement has experienced more
extensive surface distresses (usually extensive cracking or rutting) it generally becomes necessary to
repave the roadway by milling the uppermost portions of the pavement and overlaying with new hot‐mix
asphalt (middle of the curve). If the roadway goes unchecked without any surface or pavement
treatments, the pavement will eventually fail and it becomes necessary to fully rebuild the pavement and
its supporting base course soils. Although no pavement can last forever, routine surface treatments can
greatly prolong a pavement’s life and generally allows for management of the asset as cost effectively as
possible.
As for street deterioration caused by faulty design or construction, this is generally addressed by
implementing modern design practices, effective design review for subdivision and site development
proposals, and proper inspection/testing of all constructed improvements. Because most roadways are
constructed by private contractors with an eye on maximizing profit as part of the development process,
it is imperative that long range plans and engineering standards stay “ahead of the curve” in this regard
to ensure that the City does not inherit inferior roadways.
Currently the City of Montrose streets division of public works is responsible for crack sealing of roadways,
asphalt patching, pavement inspections, and prioritization of maintenance projects. Once prioritized by
streets, the larger paving and reconstruction projects are generally referred to the City’s engineering
department for implementation utilizing outside contractors. The use of more outside contractor help
has been a recent operational shift by public works aimed at allowing the streets division to better focus
on core street maintenance activities. The streets division still maintains an asphalt batch plant and
laydown machine for use in their patching operations.
1.3 Street Maintenance Funding Needs
As discussed previously, the City has evaluated pavement throughout the entire street network and has
determined the network‐wide average PCI to be 68. Although this may seem like a good average, this
number is primarily a product of pavement age and not necessary the product of an effective street
maintenance program. Many roads within the network are new enough from the recent subdivision boom
of the early 2000’s that they haven’t significantly progressed towards failure yet. However, many of these
roads are approaching or slightly beyond the “inflection point” on the street deterioration curve (see
Figure 2) such that, if left unaddressed, their deterioration rate would accelerate in the near future and
costs for repair would increase exponentially. For the older streets on the system, the typical PCI is well
less than 50 and is more reflective of the effects that lack of maintenance has had on these streets.
In line with an industry‐standard acceptable level of service and statewide averages, the City has
established a target average PCI for the City’s roadway network of 70. In order to determine the level of
funding required to achieve and maintain a network average PCI of 70, the City’s engineering department
and streets division have performed time‐based modeling of the street assets. These models account for
existing levels of deferred maintenance, the rate at which repairs could take place to address deferred
maintenance, and the deterioration that continues to occur as a maintenance program is implemented.
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The asset modeling performed for the street network indicates that it would be necessary to spend
approximately $5.4M (present value)1 on street maintenance annually for the foreseeable future in order
to achieve and sustainably maintain a network‐average PCI of 70. Any funding levels lower than this and
the PCI will continue to drop and potentially accelerate downward. The actual rate of drop in the PCI
would be dependent on the level of investment and pace at which new streets are constructed within the
City.
This $5.4M estimate includes all major elements of a street maintenance program with the proposed
allocation by element included in Table 1 below. Distribution of these funds is geared toward creating a
comprehensive program focused on striking a balance between maintaining the higher‐PCI roadways
(keeping the “good roads good”) and eventually restoring those which have experienced failure.

Element
Crack Sealing
20% of City/Year
In‐House Asphalt
for Patching
Sidewalk Repairs
Surface
Treatments
Resurfacing
Reconstruction

TABLE 1
Proposed Street Maintenance Allocations
Typical Examples
Proposed Approx. Allocation
In‐House Crack Seal Materials, Select
$250k
Contracted Work
Asphalt Binder, Aggregates,
$130k
Natural Gas for Hot Plant Furnace
50/50 Program, ADA Program
$100k
Contracted Chip Seal, Slurry Seal, Cape Seal

30% of available budget

Contracted Mill and Overlay, Overlay
Contracted Roadway Rehabilitation or
Reconstruction

50% of available budget
20% of available budget

It should be noted that the $100k proposed for annual sidewalk maintenance is relatively low when
compared to the existing sidewalk needs. However, unlike roadways, the deterioration curve on
sidewalks is relatively flat. As a result, deferring sidewalk maintenance is less consequential than deferring
pavement maintenance. Given the current needs for pavement maintenance, at this time it is felt that
available funding would be best utilized on pavements.
It has been common practice for the City to replace aged water and sewer lines near the end of their
service life when performing a street resurfacing or reconstruction project. Costs for these replacements
are not included in the street maintenance costs presented above as these are generally funded using
utility enterprise funds.
1.4 Near‐Term Street Maintenance Priorities
Given the dynamic nature of roadway deterioration, the streets division typically prioritizes roadways to
receive surface treatments, resurfacing, or reconstruction for a two to three year planning horizon. These
1

Inflation and construction cost escalation is likely to increase this need by 3 to 5 percent per year.
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roadways are prioritized based on PCI values, roadway classification (minor arterials receive higher
priority given their high volume), citizen feedback, and maintenance records. The streets division also
targets to crack seal approximately 20% of the City each year.
At the time of this report, the streets department has prioritized the roadways listed in Table 2 to receive
maintenance in the near term. This is in addition to the crack sealing, in‐house patching, and sidewalk
work listed in Table 1 above. This also excludes larger reconstruction projects (such as a general
reconstruction of North Park Avenue) that are better classified as capital projects as they include detailed
design and extensive improvements beyond the scope of a typical maintenance project. The projects
proposed in Table 2 total to approximately $2.6M in anticipation of budget constraints. Should additional
funding become available, this list could easily be expanded to utilize available funds.
2.0 STREETS CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
The City’s engineering department is responsible for implementation of large capital projects related to
public infrastructure. This includes construction or major reconstruction of roadways and associated
utilities, standalone utility projects, drainage system projects, and trail construction projects to name a
few. Atypical projects such as infrastructure associated with the Montrose Urban Renewal Authority and
large‐scale river reconstruction or park projects are also implemented by the engineering department as
necessary. Once established as a priority, the engineering department is generally tasked with all
elements of implementation to include stakeholder engagement, design, bidding, construction
management, inspection, and closeout.
Prioritization of street capital projects has historically been performed as a cooperative effort between
City council, City management, various City departments, and engineering. These efforts have taken into
account community priorities/citizen feedback, priorities identified in the City’s comprehensive plan (see
Appendix A), known problem areas or “missing links” in the transportation network, patterns of
development, and unique funding opportunities that become available. Because of these numerous
variables and stakeholders, prioritization of street capital projects has historically been somewhat
dynamic and subject to change from year to year. It should be noted that prioritization of capital projects
related to water, sewer, and drainage utilities are generally established through their respective master
plan documents.
Based on the engineering department’s understanding of potential capital improvement projects that
may warrant implementation in the next 15 to 20 years, the department has created a summary of
potential projects for this planning horizon. These projects are summarized in Table 3 and shown in Figure
3. As shown in Table 3, these projects have a present value of approximately $37M or $1.9M/year if
implemented over a 20 year period1. Costs presented for improvements are planning‐level cost estimates
based on average pricing from similar, recently‐completed capital projects and are subject to change.
In the next 3 to 5 years, the engineering department would recommend implementation of the following
capital projects summarized in Table 4. The anticipated cost and primary driver for implementation of
each project is also included in this table.
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TABLE 4
Near‐Term Capital Project Recommendations
Project
Est. Cost
Primary Driver
Address choke point on Townsend, limit
Woodgate Realignment
$1.3M
shortcutting through Vista San Juan
Poor level of service, address drainage and
North Park Reconstruction
$1.7M
intersection safety issues
Missing link minor arterial connection,
Extension of East Oak
$2.5M
open for development, limit shortcutting
Grove to 6700 Road
through Stonebridge/Cirque

It is also recommended that the City keep an eye out for potential large scale grant‐funding opportunities
that support implementation of the Rio‐Grande Avenue reconstruction project (Project B in Table 4). With
an estimated cost of $13M, this project will prove difficult to implement without a substantial grant or
concession on the purchase price of the required right‐of‐way from the Union Pacific Railroad.
3.0 REFERENCES
Colorado Asphalt Pavement Association (CAPA). 2019. Pavement Condition – Funding and Performance
of Colorado Local Agencies. Available online at: co‐asphalt.com/resources/local‐agency‐
information/
City of Montrose, Colorado. 2008. City of Montrose Comprehensive Plan.
www.cityofmontrose.org/ 321/Planning‐Building
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TABLE 2
Near‐Term Street Maintenance Priorities
Maintenance
Street
Description
Ogden Road
Chip Seal
Racine Road
Chip Seal
Fox Parkway
Slurry Seal
Fox Park Street
Slurry Seal
Silver Fox Drive
Slurry Seal
Kia Lane
Slurry Seal
Meadows Parkway
Slurry Seal
Natalia Way
Slurry Seal
Cook Drive
Slurry Seal
Biron Road
Slurry Seal
Sara Lane
Slurry Seal
Mead Lane
Slurry Seal
Stan Drive
Slurry Seal
Davis Lane
Slurry Seal
Leah Lane
Slurry Seal
Estates Drive
Slurry Seal
Patriot Court
Slurry Seal
Republic Ave
Slurry Seal
American Way
Slurry Seal
Election Way
Slurry Seal
Freedom Way
Slurry Seal
Hill Street
Slurry Seal
Constitution Loop
Slurry Seal
Valley Way
Slurry Seal
West Drive
Slurry Seal
West Court
Slurry Seal
Wheat Grass Drive
Slurry Seal
Ravens Crest Drive
Slurry Seal
Saw Grass Drive
Slurry Seal
Crows Next Court
Slurry Seal
Bradford Drive
Cape Seal
Stratford Drive
Cape Seal
Cambridge Street
Cape Seal
Devon Street
Cape Seal
Essex Street
Cape Seal
SUBTOTAL SURFACE TREATMENTS
Woodgate Road
Overlay, Mill & Overlay
Otter Road
Overlay, Mill & Overlay
Valley Road
Mill & Overlay
S. Cascade Avenue
Mill & Overlay
N. 3rd Street
Mill & Overlay
N. 4th Street
Mill & Overlay
S. 7th Street
Mill & Overlay
S. 8th Street
Mill & Overlay
N. 9th Street
Mill & Overlay
Centennial Drive
Mill & Overlay
Stough Avenue
Mill & Overlay
N. Maple Avenue
Mill & Overlay
N. Willerup Avenue
Mill & Overlay
W. North 1st Street
Mill & Overlay
Cobble Drive
Mill & Overlay
SUBTOTAL RESURFACING
GRAND TOTAL (Rounded)

Estimated Cost
$117,376
$29,389
$2,889
$47,667
$28,167
$13,289
$75,833
$34,306
$7,800
$19,789
$23,111
$37,556
$11,844
$8,306
$10,544
$11,267
$7,006
$13,722
$24,917
$12,639
$14,083
$40,806
$18,056
$29,611
$11,556
$4,333
$27,444
$22,389
$13,000
$15,889
$3,951
$5,000
$3,704
$3,704
$3,889
$754,828
$149,263
$170,121
$35,791
$36,633
$97,082
$108,565
$35,274
$43,721
$242,114
$86,077
$157,940
$29,095
$58,523
$115,632
$478,701
$1,844,533
$2,600,000
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TABLE 3
Potential Street Capital Improvement Projects
Street
Reach
Est. Cost
North Park Reconstruction
Main to San Juan
$1.7M
rd
South 3 to East Oak
$13M
Rio‐Grande Reconstruction
Grove
Niagara/Hillcrest Roundabout
‐
$1.5M
6700 Road Extension
Sunnyside to Miami
$3.0M
East Oak Grove Extension
Bridges to 6700
$2.5M

Prelim. Design Complete

$600k

Not Started
Design 75% Complete
Design 75% Complete
Conceptual Alignment
Developed.
Design Not Started
Conceptual Alignment
Developed.
Design Not Started
Design 75% Complete

$5M

Design 75% Complete

F

Woodgate Realignment

East Oak Grove to
Woodgate

$1.3M

G

Rio‐Grande Extension

East Oak Grove to River
Landing

$7M

H

Anderson Road Paving

I

Woodgate Reconstruction

All
Townsend to Otter
(Excl. Rec. Center Reach)

Current Status
Design 75% Complete

Sunset Mesa Entrance Road
Chipeta to Parking Lot
$4.0M
Not Started
Reconstruction
Note: Order of project shown does not represent project priority. Prices include anticipated costs for necessary property acquisitions.
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Figure 1: 2018 Pavement Condition Index Overview
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Figure 2: Typical Roadway Deterioration Curve
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APPENDIX A
Street Network Overview Excerpt from
City’s Comprehensive Plan

Map 10.2
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